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End users of the Coursedog Class Scheduling product should be aware of a 
configuration called “Schedule Phases”. This functionality allows the administrators of 
your institution the ability to create, configure, and assign “Phases” that align with your 
overall scheduling process and associate role permissions, rules, section editing 
permissions, etc. that should automatically update or change depending on the phase 
you are currently in. For example, an end user may have the permission to make a 
certain edit in one phase and that permission may be revoked in a later phase as the 
schedule is finalized. If “Schedule Phases” has been configured you should be able to 
tell what Phase your institution/team is currently in within the application (see 
screenshot below). Your administrators may have also taken advantage of setting up an 
automatic email notification aligned with Phase change dates that will alert end users to 
permission changes as a new Phase begins. You can read details around this 
functionality in our Help Center article here. 21 
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Introduction Video 
Introduction Video

Access & Login 
● Coursedog works with most browsers, but Google Chrome is recommended.
● Log into Coursedog at app.coursedog.com with your institutional email address and 

the password provided by your Coursedog Administrator. If your institution is using 
single-sign-on you will be redirected to your institution’s login page where you will 
log in with your credentials.

● Users have the ability in their Account Settings to specify what their default term is if 
that is applicable (if your institution frequently schedules multiple terms at once or 
divides resources across terms). If a default term is specified, the user will see this 
term loaded when they navigate to the Scheduling Home Page or Section Editor. If a 
default term is not specified for a user, the current scheduling term will be used as 
the fallback.

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001076130-1-introduction
https://app.coursedog.com/#/login?continue=%2F


 

 

 
● Notification preference (frequency) from the system can also be managed here as 

well 

 
 
 

Homepage & Dashboard 
● After logging into Coursedog you will be directed to the homepage (pictured below). 

To navigate within the platform use the Dashboard on the left to navigate between: 
 

○ Home 
○ Section Editor 
○ Requests 
○ Rooms 
○ Reports 

 



 

● Regardless of your location in the platform, you can select the three parallel lines in 
the upper-left corner to expand the Dashboard, or the Coursedog Logo/Your 

Institution’s Name to return to the home page 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional Homepage Features 

● Help Center - Coursedog ‘How-Tos’ and Help Documentation - See Freshdesk below 
for more information on the Coursedog Help Center. 

● Lighting Bolt - Recent Product Updates - A red ‘dot’ indicates that new updates 
have been added to the product since you were previously in the platform. 

● Notifications - Relevant Messages - Look here for a holistic view of messages on 
the status of change requests, schedule workflow, etc.,  

● Grid - Coursedog Product Navigation - If your institution has purchased additional 
Coursedog products you can navigate to them here (i.e. Curriculum, Events, or 
Catalog) 

● User - Account Information - Navigate here to view your Account Settings (this is 
helpful if you want to change your name or password) or Log Out. 

● Departmental Status - This section of the home page provides a high-level 
overview of departments you are associated with, including the number of courses 



 

and sections to be scheduled, the number of scheduling conflicts, and the schedule 
status for the current scheduling term 

 

Section Editor 
In Coursedog the Section Editor is where the schedule is built. The Section Editor can be 
navigated to through the Dashboard and presents the user with a list of each course a 
Department is offering in a given semester. 
 

Section Editor Navigation 
 

■ Sections-  Under Sections you will be able to perform all of the below 
tasks. This reference guide will walk through how to perform each task 
below. 

 
■ Add sections or cancel sections 
■ Edit sections (make scheduling assignments) 
■ View course and section information 
■ View scheduling rule violations 

● The Admins of your Coursedog system have set-up scheduling 
rules that will automatically be flagging issues found in 
sections. 

● You will find below more reference information regarding 
submitting “Requests” should you run into a rule violation that 
you would like to submit a request for exception.  

■ Validate schedule 
■ Submit schedule 

 
 

○ Instructors- view instructor profiles and instructor scheduling assignments 
○ Calendar- view department schedule by calendar, list, or rooms 
○ Filter- selectively view schedule by applying customizable parameters 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

○ Change View- view by sections or view another term 
○ Search- search for courses, sections, or instructors (note that to search for 
instructors you must be on the ‘instructors’ tab) 

 
 
 

Instructions for Department Schedulers 

● Select Semester/Term 
○ The Section Editor defaults to the current scheduling term. If you would like 

to view a different semester you can navigate to one by selecting the term 
name, and then selecting a different term name from the drop-down 

 

    

● Editing Sections 
○ The default view, View By Courses, provides a list of all possible courses 

within a department that could be scheduled in the given semester 



 

○ Selecting the Arrow to the left of the Course Name expands the course 
information so that you can see the Course Description, Linked Sections, and 

Course Info 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

○ To edit a section, hover over the section’s section number 
and click the blue icon that appears in order to open the 
section editor modal.  

 
○ A yellow alert triangle will appear next to Course Name and Section 

Numbers that are in violation of scheduling rules set by the Admin. This 
typically indicates that something is missing or in conflict with something else. 
You may hover over the triangle at the section level for a note about what the 
issue is. You may resolve the issue by addressing the appropriate/related field 
on this page or within the Section Editor Modal for the section (blue icon to 
open). 

 
 

○ The Section Editor Modal The Section Editor Modal contains all of the 
information about a section. You can edit the section here for scheduling 
purposes.   

■ Alerts will display at the top of 
the modal so that department 
schedulers can easily identify 
what information is missing or 
in violation of a rule.  

 

■ General information 
For more detail around any of the topics covered below regarding 
scheduling via the Section Editor in Coursedog end users can refer to 
more thorough documentation in our Help Center. The Help Center 
information is furthermore kept up to date as the application adds 
additional features and functionality that may have evolved past the 
date this user guide was provided to your institution.  
 

● Section Number- Unique identifier for each section under a 
course. Often will be sequential i.e., 001, 002, 003 

● Section Status- ex: Active, Inactive 

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001076131-2-course-and-section-configuration


 

● CRN - Or Course Reference Number, sometimes used by 
students when registering for a course. 

● Instruction Mode- Most frequently ‘In Person,’ ‘Online,’ or 
‘Hybrid’ 

● Campus- College campus associated with the section 
● Grade Mode- Most often 

‘Letter,’ ‘Pass/Fail,’ ‘None’  
● Part of Term- Only 

applicable to institutions 
with sub-terms i.e., 
Summer I, Summer II, 
Summer III 

● Section Type- Most often 
‘Lecture,’ ‘Lab,’ ‘Seminar,’ 
‘Discussion,’ etc., 

 

■ Meeting Patterns & Rooms  
● Meeting Patterns 

In Coursedog, Meeting Patterns refer to class days and times (i.e., 
MWF 10:10-11:25am). There are two possible types of meeting 
patterns: 

● Standard Meeting Patterns refer to pre-built, recommended 
day and time combinations that maximize classroom space 
while promoting efficient student schedules. 

● Custom Meeting Patterns refer to day and time combinations 
built for sections that cannot meet during standard meeting 
patterns. Note that many institutions will require justification 
for selecting a custom meeting pattern when submitting the 
schedule (this can be done through a Request). 

Adding a Meeting Pattern 
● Select +Meeting Pattern to add a time block (one of the 

standard meeting patterns) to your section or edit the time 
block that is present. 



 

● You will be directed to the Select Meeting Pattern modal. 

Here you can see standard meeting patterns, with additional 
filters allowing you to sort through the time blocks efficiently. 

● Add a meeting pattern to a section by simply selecting it. You 
may add multiple meeting patterns to a section, but the type of 
meeting pattern, either standard or custom, must be consistent 
across them. 

● The provided list of meeting patterns is optimized to show up in 
an order that brings the best fit or more scheduling efficient 
meeting patterns to the top of the list.  

○ Each meeting pattern shows information on the 
department’s usage of that meeting pattern and the 
percent fit with any preferences specific to that class. 
Note that usage is important to track in order to avoid 
time and room bottlenecks. You can additionally hover 
over the ‘i’ in the upper-right corner for any meeting 
pattern specific notes. 

● You can remove a meeting pattern by hovering over it and 
selecting the red circle icon to the left of it.  

● You may select Use Custom Times (the blue stopwatch 
icon to the right of +Meeting Pattern) to enter a custom 
time block or Select TBA at the bottom of the modal, however, 
doing so will erase any previously selected standard meeting 
patterns from the given section. It may also impact a rule 
violation. 

Rooms 
In Coursedog, there are Centrally Owned Rooms and Department 
Owned Rooms. When making room assignments, Department 
Schedulers will have access to the rooms that have been assigned to 



 

their Departments, in addition to the centrally owned rooms that have 
been released for scheduling. 
Adding a Room 

● Hover over the Room field under Meeting Patterns & Rooms 
to add a room to your section. If there is no room currently 
assigned, Not Set will appear in the field. 

● You will be directed to the Assign Room modal. Here you can 
see all available rooms, with additional filters and a search 
feature, allowing you to sort through the rooms efficiently. If 
you toggle Show Only Available Rooms to off you will be 
able to access Unavailable rooms and details about their 
unavailability, such as double-bookings. 

● Each room includes information on the percent fit with any 
preferences specific to that class, in addition to preferences 
specific to the instructor if an instructor is already assigned. 
Hover over the ‘i’ in the upper-right corner for details on 
percent fit. 

● You may also select Use No Room or Select TBA at the 
bottom of the modal. Use No Room is most often used if the 
section does not need a room assignment, such as an 
Independent Study Course. Select TBA indicates that this class 
does need a room, however for whatever reason it cannot be 
assigned one at this time. Note that many institutions will 
require justification for selecting either of these field options 
when submitting the schedule. 
 

Instructors  
● Select +Instructor to open the Assign Instructor modal 
● Here you can see all available and unavailable instructors within 

your department, with additional filters and a search feature,  
allowing you to sort through the instructors efficiently. If you 
toggle Instructors From Department X to off you will 
additionally be able to see instructors from outside of your 
Department. 

● Each instructor includes information on the percent fit with any 
preferences specific to that class or room, in addition to their 
availability during the selected meeting patterns. Any teaching 
conflicts are additionally visible. 

● After selecting an instructor or multiple instructors, select Set 
Instructor Roles to indicate whether they are the Primary 
Instructor, TA, Supervisor, etc., 

 



 

 
 
 

Relationships 
In Coursedog, Relationships are used for defining time or room 
relationships between sections (i.e., these sections should both be 
taught at the same time, these sections should be taught on the same 
day and in the same room, etc.). Section 
Relationships is a very important card to fill 
out prior to assigning meeting patterns and 
rooms as it can impact the choices.  
 
Adding and Deleting a Relationship 

● To create a relationship between 
sections, select +[Available 
Relationship Type] in the Relationships Card, then select a 
Course and Section 

● You then will be prompted to select a room or time 
Relationship such as non-overlapping, same time, different 
day, etc., 

● The relationship will then clearly appear 
within the Section Editor modal. 

● You can delete one of these 
relationships by clicking the red delete 
button to the left of the relationship. If 
you delete a linked section, the 
relationship will be deleted for the section and the sibling 
automatically. 

 
Note: Only Cross-listed Relationships Currently Supported in the 
Integration 
○ Regarding section relationships, Coursedog platform only 

supports cross-listed relationships for integrations currently. 
○ Below relationship types are not currently supported and must be 

inputted directly in the SIS.  
■ Linked, Stacked, / Co-convening, CoRequisite, PreRequisite 

and Spanned 
○ If added in CD they will be wiped upon merge. 
○ Recommendations: 

■ Where a relationship such as linked sections exists in the 
schedule the department scheduler should review the SIS to 
ensure the sections are not set as overlapping (preventing 
enrollment) and the enrollment caps (esp for linked sections 
(e.g. labs) ) are set correctly 



 

■ It is recommended to investigate if adding Time, Instructor 
and Room override flags in your SIS is advised to eliminate 
errors.  

 

 

Credits 
The Credit Hour field varies depending on whether or not the class is a 
Fixed or Variable Credit class. For the majority of institutions these 
fields will be locked and not editable. 

● Fixed credit courses display 
the credit hours assigned to 
the class.  

● Variable credit courses 
display the minimum and 
maximum credit hours 
assigned to the course. 

● You will be able to select “Switch to [opposite credit type]” at 
the bottom of the modal to change and edit. 
 

Enrollment Settings 
● Set class size, noting the size of the selected room. To optimize 

classroom space, the room capacity should be as close to the 
section’s maximum enrollment as possible. If the class size is 
larger than the selected room’s capacity, a warning will appear 
at the top of the screen. 

 
 
 

● The Waitlist is enabled by 
default. To disable the waitlist, 
set the waitlist field to 0. 
 
 
 



 

 

Room Preferences 
Sections have associated 
room preferences which help 
with manual and optimizer 
room assignments. These 
preferences include Preferred Room Type, Preferred Building, 
Preferred Room Capacity, and Preferred Room Features. 

 
 

Other Settings 
Other settings will primarily be institution-specific, and variable across 
schools. Some potential settings include Special Approval, Section 
Requirements/Restrictions and Notes. 

 
 

 

Feature Spotlight: Activity 
Within the Section Editor Modal 
you will find an “Activity” tracker on 
the right-hand side. This records 
editing activity for a section version 
history capturing all changes made 
to the section within Coursedog. Comments can also be added to elaborate on 
any changes made. 
*Any changes made outside of Coursedog will not be reflected here.  

 

Feature Spotlight: Calendar Views 
In the Section Editor Coursdog offers several calendar views to aid you in 
your schedule planning and help you visualize the schedule being created. 
Navigate to the calendar views by clicking on “Calendar” in the top right list 
of options in the Section Editor (alongside Sections, Instructors and 
Departments). From there you can toggle between a calendar view 
(screenshot below), a list view (list of all sections sorted by day and time) and 
a room view (a list of all rooms and assigned sections by day and time).  



 

 
 

● Adding Courses and Sections 
○ Adding a Course 

■ To add a Course within the 
Coursedog platform From Section Editor select your department, then 
+Course, and select “Add Course from Course [or Curriculum] 
Inventory”.  This will allow you to add, and schedule, Courses which 
were not included as part of the Term roll, but are available this term.  

● You will also see a “Add New Course” option after selecting + 
Course. In an integrated environment it is a best practice not 
to utilize this functionality, nor to edit or delete Courses in 
Coursedog. Typically the Course Template will have Course 
information (fields) locked via permissions to prevent editing.  

 
 

■ Adding a Section 
● To add a section open the appropriate Course, select +Section 

at the top above the list of existing sections. The Section Editor 
Modal will appear - fill out all relevant information. 

 



 

● Resolving Merge Errors 

To identify, review and resolve merge error issues 
you have several options. 

 

2) Sections displayed in the Section Editor Dashboard will show a "red" error 
icon if that section has experienced an integration error during the last 
merge: 

 

They will also indicate a merge error within the section’s Section Editor  

 



 

The user can click on the status to open a modal with more details: 

 

As you work to resolve merge errors each term read more in our Help Center 
around Managing Integration Merge Errors, reach out to your Coursedog 
representatives for help as needed (in identification and resolution), and 
refer to or ask for our SIS specific guides that speak to common merge 
errors and resolution steps.  

 

● Validate & Submit Schedule 
After you have completed your schedule it must 
be Validated and Submitted.  
Note that validation and submission must occur 
in line with your institution’s scheduling 
timeline, visible on the homepage. Validation 
and Submission occurs within the Section 
Editor. 

 
 

Validate Schedule 
● Prior to submitting your schedule you must resolve any remaining 

warnings.  
● You can identify rule violations and conflicts, as discussed above, as you go or 

one by one by scanning courses and sections for yellow alert triangles, and 
hovering over them to display 
section-specific warnings. 

● For a more efficient review, you can 
click Validate Schedule at the top 
of the Section Editor page. You will 
be directed to the Validate Schedule Modal, which displays all section and 

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001142294-managing-integration-errors
https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001182027-common-sis-merge-errors-and-resolutions
https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001182027-common-sis-merge-errors-and-resolutions


 

meeting pattern rule violations and conflicts in one place by category so you 
can quickly run through each and resolve them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Submit Schedule 
● After all conflicts have been 

resolved, click Submit Schedule 
(found at the top of the Section 
Editor). At this point, the schedule 
should be as complete and accurate 
as possible. 

● If the section has allowable conflicts 
that cannot be resolved you can 
submit Rule Exceptions 
Requests, which will allow the 
schedule to be submitted with conflicts. 

 

Change Requests 
The Requests tab in the dashboard (left hand navigation) is a central location to submit 
and track requests (such as rule exception requests and section change requests) following, 
or in advance of, schedule submission. It is a tool for working through resolving 
flags/issues/warnings with your schedule that you may need exceptions to be made for or 
for simply submitting edits to the schedule that require approval.  

Make sure that your requests fit within the scheduling timeline outlined by your institution. 
For most schools, the request portal replaces in-person, email, and phone requests, and 
allows all requests to be securely stored in one, accessible location. 
 



 

Submit a Request 
● As noted under the Submit Schedule portion of this reference guide (above) you 

can submit/create your requests directly in the Section Editor and then they will 
show up here, in the Requests module, for review, approval and tracking.  

● You can also navigate directly to this module to submit requests by clicking +Create 
Request at the top of the screen (see more instructions below). 

 
● You’ll be walked through a step-by-step request submission process that will guide 

you to provide the necessary information for reviewers based on the type of request 
you are making (ex: Rule Exception vs. Section Change (ex: Edit, Add, Delete)). 

○ Rule Exception 
● Coursedog enforces certain rules (ex: non-standard meeting patterns 

or no room). If you believe you have an approved exemption to a rule, 
you can submit it here. 

● Section Change 
● Section change requests allow you to add, edit, or delete a Section. 

You can request edits to any data field in a particular section. First, 
select a Section, provide a Reason for the request, and then make 
any requested edits in the input fields. Note that these input fields are 
identical to the fields in the Section Editor. 

Request Workflow 
● After requests are submitted, the status can be tracked on the Requests page under 

My Requests. You additionally will receive notifications for any status changes. 
● Once approved, these changes will be automatically updated in Coursedog. 

 
● If you are a user who also has the responsibility/permissions to approve certain 

requests made in the system please consult the Admin User Guide (or our Help 
Center) for an overview and details on Request approvals and management.  

Reports 
Under the Reports section on the Dashboard (left hand navigation) Coursedog provides a 
wide variety of out-of-box reports to help analyze instructors, times, departments, space 
and more. Users can navigate between reports on the left hand side of the screen and there 
are a few different ways to filter reports as well. These reports are intended to provide 

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48000969681-13-handling-change-requests-and-exceptions
https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48000969681-13-handling-change-requests-and-exceptions


 

insight and inspiration into building a better, more balanced, more student-centric schedule. 
Find more information about reports and functionality on our Support platform in Freshdesk. 
 

 

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001073974-15-using-scheduler-reports-in-class-scheduling


 

Schedule Phases  

End users of the Coursedog Class Scheduling product should be aware of a configuration 
called “Schedule Phases”. This functionality allows the administrators of your institution the 
ability to create, configure, and assign “Phases” that align with your overall scheduling 
process and associate role permissions, rules, section editing permissions, etc. that should 
automatically update or change depending on the phase you are currently in. For example, 
an end user may have the permission to make a certain edit in one phase and that 
permission may be revoked in a later phase as the schedule is finalized. If “Schedule 
Phases” has been configured you should be able to tell what Phase your institution/team is 
currently in within the application (see screenshot below). Your administrators may have 
also taken advantage of setting up an automatic email notification aligned with Phase 
change dates that will alert end users to permission changes as a new Phase begins. You 
can read details around this functionality in our Help Center article here.  

 
  

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/48001161270-17-configuring-and-managing-scheduling-phases


Help & Contact Information 

● Freshdesk
○ Freshdesk is our Support command center. You can visit it

directly and bookmark it: Coursedog.freshdesk.com or you
can get to it easily from the application (click on Help
Center at top right of the application to be directed
straight to Freshdesk).

○ You can also interact with it without ever leaving the app
through the Help widget at the bottom right.

○ Freshdesk focuses on three types of support:
■ Documentation

● Freshdesk is your go-to for help
documentation, how-to articles and best
practice suggestions.

● Use the search functionality to help find
relevant content for your question or need or pursue through
the many help articles and videos housed there to start
becoming a super-user!

■ Support Tickets
● You can file a request for support (answer a question, submit a

bug or an issue, etc.) via Freshdesk. On the Freshdesk main
page there is a Submit Ticket button. The Help widget at the
bottom right also contains this ability.

■ Feature Requests
● Feature requests can be submitted through the same means as

the support tickets. Simply identify the type as “Feature
Request”.

● Institutional contact (your CSM) - is also a great resource for scheduling and training
specific questions. Your team that you can reference is:

Name Title Email 

Kara Traverse Assistant Registrar traversek@winthrop.edu 

Donna Guerra  Scheduling Assistant guerrad@winthrop.edu 

https://coursedog.freshdesk.com/
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